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CERAMICS AS AN ARCHAEOLOGY
OF THE CONTEMPORARY PAST
Christopher McHugh

Introduction

This paper will argue that a socially-engaged ceramic practice may have much in common with the aims of
current archaeological approaches to investigating the recent or contemporary past. Both endeavours can
be regarded as forms of 'creative materialising intervention' in that they may result in the constitution of an
otherwise absent material culture, 'thereby expanding the scope of discursive culture' (Buchli and Lucas 2001a,
p. 15-17). This will be illustrated by reference to my own practice-based research undertaken between 201 O
and 2014 as part of a collaborative doctoral project at the University of Sunderland and Sunderland Museum
& Winter Gardens (SMWG). Responding to the museum's collection of nineteenth century Sunderland
lustreware pottery, this project sought to engage and reflect the contemporary community of Sunderland
through the creation of a series of ceramic art works and museum displays.·
In particular, I will discuss two examples of ceramic artworks I made after holding a focus group and
reminiscence activity with a group of eleven Wearside-born soldiers from Third Battalion, The Rifles (3 Rifles).
Taking the rich military and naval imagery of Sunderland pottery as 1 precedent, and concentrating on their
embodied experiences and commemorative practices, the project invited the participants to discuss how their
tour in Afghanistan, as part of Operation Herrick 11 (2009-10), might be remembered in ceramic.
One of the premises of my approach is that ceramic objects have the potential to remedy the widely
observed and problematised 'forgetfulness' (e.g. Nora 1989, Connerton 2009) and dematerialisation (e.g.
Renfrew 2003) associated with the current age. As enduring forms of 'external symbolic storage' (Renfrew
2003, p. 188), they may act as material conduits through which ephemeral aspects of human-object relations
can be disinterred and manifested. As will be discussed, rather than replicating the problematic of modernity
by simply moving the responsibility of remembering to monumental sites of forgetfulness, the challenge of
such a project is to explore how these 'micro-local sites of memory' (Kidron 2009, p.5) may then go on to
become socially constituted as active loci of creative remembrance.

Archaeologies of the contemporary past

According to archaeologists Rodney Harrison and John Schofield (2010, p.7), the increasing use of
archaeological approaches to understand the contemporary past is a reaction to communal forgetting caused

Source: Extracted from 'Community in Clay - Towards a Sunderlcind Pottery for the Twenty-First Century: Approaching Museum
Collections and Communities through Creative Ceramics', PhD Dissertation, University of Sunderland with Sunderland Museum and
Winter Gardens, March 2015. This research was funded by an AHRC Collaborative Doctoral Award.

by increasingly rapid technological and social change. This means that the 'recent past seems to recede' and
become 'obscured at a rate not known before in human history'. These archaeologies, therefore, are motivated
by 'a desire to reconcile ourselves with a recent history that moves at such great speed that we feel both
remote from it and disoriented by its passage' (ibid., p.8). Victor Buchli and Gavin Lucas (2001a, p.14), early
proponents of a socially-engaged archaeology of the recent and contemporary past, have argued that the
abundance of material culture in the present leads to an 'excess of information', which can obscure more
marginal histories almost as much as a dearth of evidence.
Although there may be a general feeling that documentary evidence and personal experience render
archaeology unnecessary for the examination of our own era (Schofield and Johnson 2006, p. 106), archaeologists
of these periods hold that there are always aspects of human behaviour which exist 'outside discourse,
unconstituted' and which would remain 'inarticulate' without a materialising archaeological practice (Buchli
and Lucas 2001a, p. 12-14). Prehistorian Colin Renfrew (2003, p. 188-189) has warned that the increasing
digital expression of symbolic aspects of material culture is resulting in the gradual 'dematerialization of the
real world'. meaning a future 'archaeology of mind' may be difficult. This 'flood' of electronic information is no
longer possible to handle other than through electronic devices (Connerton 2009, p. 124). While digital media
have the potential to store memory in a more inclusive and participatory nature (Olsen et al 2012, p. 132),
their ability to constitute 'potential memory' for future re-interpretations of the past is contingent upon their
durability, which is still open to question (ibid., p. 134). This potential fragility is eloquently illustrated by
Ezra Shales' (2013, p. 20-21) observation that, if they were only brought back to life by skilled labour, the
one hundred-year old plaster moulds left at the former Spode ceramics factory in Stoke-on-Trent have more
potential to be viable carriers of memory than the 'antediluvian computers stacked like logs of wood into
closets' at the same site.
Ranging from the traumatic recovery of remains of the 'disappeared' from sites of modern genocide
(Crossland 2002) to socially-engaged 'excavations' of 1990s council houses (Buchli and Lucas 2001c), these
studies tend to be characterised by a focus on 'the quotidian, the overlooked and 'taken for granted' [ through
which] the traces of subaltern voices and experience can be constituted' (Buchli and Lucas 2001a, p. 14).
These approaches, then, seek to 'presence absence' by 'bringing forward or indeed materialising that which
is excessive, forgotten or concealed' (Buchli and Lucas 2001d, p. 171). Through this 'mattering' - making
things matter physically and conceptually - these archaeologies, it is argued, may play a role in challenging
authoritarian discourses of dominance.
Here, archaeology is construed as an inherently creative enterprise where the past is constituted in the
present, both conceptually and materially, rather than being a process where pre-determined givens are simply
'discovered' by excavators (Buchli and Lucas 2001a, p. 16-17). In this way, Greg Stevenson (2001, p. 61),
talking about twentieth-century ceramics, likens archaeology to a 'design history of the everyday', where 'social
relationships, stories and narratives of how things might have been' are 'designed' by archaeologists in the
present. Similarly, Angela Piccini and Cornelius Holtorf (2009, p. 11) argue that, 'like artists, archaeologists
actively shape materials in a process of transformation' when they excavate and int�rpret the past. In this way,
both archaeology and art employ a variety of approaches and techniques to make meaning out of material
and 'have in common a combination of lab- and field-based practices with material story-telling' (ibid., p. 13).
In, for example, ceramicist Neil Brownsword's re-fired ceramic detritus recovered from pottery sites around
Stoke-on-Trent, we can see a similar desire to dramatise, and pay homage to, overlooked and undervalued
signs of human labour through creative practice. As he explains,
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The cast clay spares vigorously removed from a mould, or marks remaining on a palette from
repetitious lapping motions of mixing enamel, go unnoticed as they possess no inherent value.
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